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Abstract - -Based on a discrete curvature (DC) notation [1], we propose an approach for mapping 
2D shapes into strings. This mapping is invariant under translation, rotation, and scaling, and allows 
the usage of grammatical techniques for shape classification. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of shape analysis and representation is an important opic in Computer Vision. 
Of all the different approaches reported in the digital shape analysis literature, contour-oriented 
techniques are widely used because they preserve information and obtain considerable data re- 
duction. A complete review of the literature can be found in [2-4]. For a classical syntactic 
approach see [5]. 
We propose a method for analyzing and representing global and local shape properties, using 
a variant of the contour-oriented DC notation [1]. Our approach maps simple closed curves into 
simple closed polygons, with size and orientation depending only on the size and orientation of 
the curve's major axis. Afterwards, we translate the polygon into a string, where every symbol 
denotes the local angle change between two contiguous ides of the polygon. Finally, we use 
parsers to classify shapes depending on their properties. 
The original DC notation of a curve is obtained by placing constant-length straight-line seg- 
ments along the curve (the endpoints of the straight-line segments always touching the curve), 
and computing the angle changes between contiguous egments caled to a continuous range 
from -1  to 1. The result is a string for every shape, where each symbol of the string represents 
the angle change at a given point. Such a string is invariant under translation, rotation, and 
scaling, but strongly dependent on a distinguished starting point. In addition, the alphabet of 
the strings is infinite, preventing us from using grammatical techniques. 
The main modification proposed here makes use of the first universal principal axis [6] to define 
a new DC notation, henceforth called DC t notation. This axis determines a unique starting point 
and the option of scaling the major axis, which makes the proposed method also invariant under 
translation, rotation, and scaling. Another modification consists in discretizing the angle change 
to five possible values over a regular tesselation: -120 °, -60  °, 0 °, 60 °, and 120 °, represented 
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respectively by: -2, -1, 0, 1, and 2 in the resulting string. Thus, grammatical techniques may 
be used for shape classification (for practical purposes, we eliminate 180 °, since this would yield 
polygons which are not simple [7]). 
2. CONCEPTS AND DEF IN IT IONS 
An important assumption i this section is that an entity has been isolated from the picture 
plane. This entity is called the shape, and is the result of a previous process. 
2.1. Curvature 
An element characterizing the shape of a curve is the degree of its bentness, or curvature. The 
average curvature Kav of an arc MB is the ratio between the corresponding angle of contingence 
(see Figure la) and the length of the arc: 
Kay = AB" (1) 
The curvature KA o] a line at a given point A is the limit of the average curvature of arc AB, 
when the length of this arc approaches zero (that is, when point B approaches point A): 
c~ 
KA = lima Kay = lim . (2) 
ne-,o AB 
2.2. Discrete Curvature 
In the DC notation the arc AB is constant and straight. Substituting 1 for AB in (2), we 
obtain 
KA = oz. (3) 
Therefore, the discrete curvature of a discrete shape at a vertex P is the angle of contingence a,
or the angle change between contiguous straight-line segments at that point. The angle change 
is scaled to lie within [-1,1]. Figure lb illustrates the discrete curvature. 
A 
/ Discrete curve C 
(a) (b) 
Figure 1. Curvature: (a) continuous curvature; (b) discrete curvature. 
2.3. Conversion of a Continuous Curve into a Discrete Shape 
To convert a continuous curve into a discrete shape, we must first choose the length of the 
straight-line segments used to describe such a curve. Once this length is fixed, we select a point 
of the curve as our origin (Figure 2a), and an endpoint of one of the straight-line segments i set 
to coincide with this origin. The opposite ndpoint is set over the curve, determining the starting 
point of the next segment, and so on. Graphically, this process amounts to superimposing a 
sequence of circles traversing the curve, where the intersections of curve and circles determine 
the points of the discrete shape (Figure 2b). 
We then determine the angle change between contiguous straight-line segments. Positive and 
zero angle changes are scaled to lie within the interval [0,1]; negative angle changes are scaled 
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Figure 2. Conversion of a continuous curve into a discrete shape: (a) a continuous curve with a se- 
lected origin; (b) traversing the curve using circles (the radius of each circle is equal to straight-line 
segment length) to determine direction changes; (c) the discrete shapes and its ordered sequence 
of direction changes. 
to lie within the interval [-1,0). The angle change will be called the direction change. The 
sequence of direction changes is the string which defines the discrete shape of the continuous 
curve (Figure 2c). 
This DC notation produces trings of finite length for every shape, but has the drawback 
that the alphabet is infinite, making the possibility of using a grammatical technique difficult. 
Therefore, we propose a modification where the curvature of the shape is rounded to the nearest 
direction change between -120% -60 °, 0 °, 60% and 120 °. Thus, our alphabet can now consist of 
five symbols: -2, -1, 0, 1, and 2. A five-symbol alphabet will allow us to use a regular tesselation 
as we will illustrate next. This tesselation will produce closed polygons. 
2.4. Making the DC Notat ion Invariant under Translation, Rotat ion,  and Scaling 
In order to have a method invariant under translation, rotation, and uniform scaling (same 
scale for both axes), we propose to use the "first universal principal axis," which we borrow from 
Lin [6]. We shall take one of the extreme points of the axis as origin of the string, and the size 
of this axis as the length unity. 
The algorithm used to obtain the DC' notation ow invariant under translation, rotation, and 
scaling using only five direction changes is: 
Input: A binary image containing only the shape of interest and n, the resolution of the 
tesselation. 
Output. A string corresponding to the shape of DC' notation. 
Method'. 
1. Compute the origin P for the DC ' notation of the given shape, where P is any of the extreme 
points of the first universal principal axis of the shape. 
C4'9M 30-$-H 
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Figure 3. Obtaining the DC ~ notation invariant under translation, rotation, and scaling: (a) the 
first universal principal axis of the shape; (b) equilateral triangle over the shape; (c) tesselation of 
the plane with n = 5; (d) the 5 points adjacent to Q~. 
Translate the x- and y-axes so that the complex plane origin coincides with the shape's 
centroid O. Compute: 
x I + iy z = f f ( z  + iy) l dz dy, (4) 
$ 
where S is the domain of the shape, for l = {2, 3, 4,...}, until an Ix appears where ll is the 
smallest l E {2, 3, 4,...} making x t + iy t ~ O. 
Compute the polar angle {9 E [0, 21"I) so that Re ~° = x tl + iy h with R being the absolute 
value of x tl + iy h . 
The first universal principal axis of the shape is the line L starting from centroid O having 
directional angle: 0 = 0/11. P is the extreme point where L intersects the shape farthest 
from O (Figure 3a). 
2. Juxtapose an equilateral triangle over the shape, with one side corresponding to L (Fig- 
ure 3b), and scale the image so that segment OP is of size 1. 
3. Tesselate the plane with equilateral triangles which have sides of size 1/n (Figure 3c). 
4. Generate the DC' notation, starting at point Qi = P, i = 1, with ~i = 0, and traversing 
the triangular grid in the following manner: 
Translate the complex plane origin to coincide with Qi. For the following 5 points: Pj = 
(1, 0i +jI I /3),  j E {-2, -1, 0, 1, 2} (which correspond, respectively, to -120 °, -60 °, 0 °, 60 ° 
mad 120°), find the one which is closest o the border of the shape (Figure 3d). Let this 
point be Pk. The ith-symbol of the DC ' notation is k. Repeat he above procedure with 
i ~ i + 1, Q~ +-- Pk, and Oi ~ kH/3,  until Pk = Qz and i > 2. 
Discard the first symbol of the string, which corresponds to the direction change from 
segment OQ1 to Q1Q2 • Let the resulting string be a. 
5. If the addition of the symbols of a is negative (i.e., the shape was traversed in a clock- 
wise direction), produce the equivalent counterclockwise tring written backward and with 
opposite signs. Otherwise, produce a. 
Figure 4 shows the DC ~ notation of one shape at different scales and orientations. 
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Figure 4. The DC ~ notation, invariant under translation, rotation, and scaling, of one shape at 
different scales and orientations. 
3. FEATURE DETECT ION AS  PARSING 
Having shown how to represent a 2D shape with a numerical string, we will now illustrate how 
local shape detection problems are transformed into syntactical problems. 
1. Diamonds.  As a simplest local shape detection problem, consider that of recognizing dia- 
monds with two 60°-angles and two 120°-angles. Our method associates with such shapes the 
formal language: 
L = .{OJlO"20mlO"20 m- j  : j ,n ,m > 0}. 
Thus, by recognizing strings in L, we can detect such diamonds. This language is strictly context- 
sensitive [8], so that we cannot use parsers for context-free languages. However, the Prolog 
programming language [9] allows us to readily implement the desired parser using definite-clause 
grammars. For this and some of the following examples, we give Prolog code in the Appendix. 
2. Shapes having two 120°-angles. A variant of the above example consists in detecting all 
shapes with two (or more) 120°-angles. In this case, our language contains all strings with two 
occurrences ofthe symbol 2. If ~ = {-2, -1,0,  1, 2}, then the language is: {cx2~27 : c~, 8, ~ E Z*). 
3. Occurrence of a shape wi th in  another  shape. A problem that may occur in practice is 
deciding whether or not a certain given local shape occurs within another shape. Our method 
translates this problem into that of string matching, for which efficient algorithms exist [10]. 
4. Mul t ip le  occurrences of  any  shape wi th in  another  shape. Another interesting problem 
of pattern recognition is that of determining if a shape is formed by the multiple occurrences of 
a given local shape. Equivalently, we must be able to parse the language: {c~ n : c~ E Z*, n >_ 2}, 
which corresponds to finding those shapes that have n-fold rotational symmetry. As in problem 1, 
this language is not context-free, but we can write a Prolog program to have an implementation 
of such a parser. 
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5. M i r ro r -symmetr lc  shapes.  Parsing the language {c~cx ~ : ~ ~ ~*} detects all mirror- 
symmetric shapes in the given universe, where c~ R is c~ written backward and with opposite 
signs. 
6. App ly ing  rules. Finally, consider the problem of eliminating slight differences between two 
strings (due perhaps to noise in the digitization of real-world images or rounding errors in the 
generation of the DC ~ notation). We apply transformations on equivalent segments uch as the 
following: {1, --2, 1}, {--I, 2, -I}, and {0, 0} which become, in our notation: 
-12 -1 - ,00  
1 -21- - -00  
E I 018"£~ IO I IU] )  £GGG~GZQl l  OOQ 
6 b l  I I @ @ I~ ¢n~ I O O g~l ¢o I  11c} ~% 1) 
Figure 5. A subset of all possible simple closed shapes using 14 direction changes. 
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Figure 6. Results: (a) bird's head; (b) two different bird's heads; (c) twofold rotation~l-~'mmetric 
shapes; (d) five-pointed shapes; (e) an example of shape matching; (f) convex shapes; (g) shapes 
with long straight sides; (h) shapes with a concave U; (i) same as Figure 6c and having six-pointed 
shapes. See text. 
4. RESULTS 
To illustrate the capabilities of the method proposed here, we present some shape detection 
examples in a given discrete universe. Figure 5 corresponds to a subset of all possible simple 
closed shapes using 14 direction changes. 
Figure 6a shows all the shapes of Figure 5 that contain the shapes represented by the following 
substring: -1  2 1 1 0. This example was chosen as an attempt o identify all the shapes in the 
given universe which have a bird's head. 
Figure 6b presents all the shapes of Figure 5 that have local shapes equivalent to the following 
substrings: -1  2 1 1 0 or -2  2 1 1 1. This example illustrates those shapes containing either the 
feature in Figure 6a, or a small variant which also resembles a bird's head. 
Figure 6c shows the shapes consisting of two occurrences of the same substring, {aa : a E ~.*}, 
where ~] = { -2 , -1 ,  0,1,2}, i.e., those shapes that have twofold rotational symmetry. 
Figure 6d presents all the shapes with strings in 
{a2~27262e2~ : a,/3, % 6, E, ~ E ~* }. 
This figure shows all five-pointed shapes. 
Figure 6e shows the shape in our universe that has the largest number of equal and contiguous 
symbols as those of the shape whose string is: 0 1 - 2 1 2 0 0 1 2 - 2 2 - 2 1 2. This is an attempt 
to do shape matching. On the left-hand side, we show the shape as it appears in Figure 5 and 
on the right-hand side, we have rotated it for clarity. 
Figure 6f shows all the shapes containing only positive symbols. This generates all the convex 
shapes of Figure 5. 
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Figure 6g presents all the shapes with strings in {s0" : n _> 4 and s E ]C*}. These shapes 
correspond to those with long straight sides. 
Figure 6h shows all the shapes of Figure 5 containing five contiguous elements whose addition 
is greater than or equal to 6. This corresponds to shapes with a concave U. 
Figure 6i shows all the shapes with strings in {ss  : s E ]E*} and in 
{s2~2"y2~2e2~2~] : s ,  ~, V, 6, e, ~, ~ e ~*}. 
This corresponds to the shapes belonging to the set shown in Figure 6c, which are six-pointed. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
We have presented a method which maps 2D shapes into strings. This mapping is invariant 
under translation, rotation, and scaling, and in theory is many-to-one. In practice, due to the 
dependence of shape on resolution for digital shape analysis, this mapping may become many- 
to-many. As means of overcoming these problems, we suggest he additional application of 
syntactic rules to define the equivalence classes of the shapes. We also think that a hierarchical 
DC' notation structure may be used varying the length unity. The use of such a structure 
would enrich recognition results whenever greater detail is needed, and would rapidly identify 
nonequivalent shapes. 
APPENDIX  
In the Appendix, we exhibit Prolog code for some examples of Section 3. 
1. Diamonds. 
diam(S) : -  ro t (S ,T ) ,  d iami(T,  [ ] ) .  
diaml--> [2], zero(N), [2], zero(M), [2], zero(N), [2], zero(H). 
zero(0,X,X). 
zero(s(N)) --> [0], zero(N). 
rot(X,Y) :- append(U,V,X), append(V,U,Y). 
append( [] ,Y,Y). 
append([WIX] ,Y, [W[Z]) :- append(i,Y,Z). 
2. Shapes having two 120°-angles. 
two(S) :- rot(S,T), twol(T,[]). 
twol - -> [2],  . . . ,  [2] . . . . .  
. . .  --> [3. 
• . .  - ->  C-]  . . . .  
3. Occurrence of a shape within another one. 
substr(S) :- rot(S,T), substrl(T,[]). 
subst r l - ->  [2],  E - l ] ,  [0],  E-l] . . . . .  
4. Twofo ld  ro ta t iona l - symmetr ic  shapes. 
twofo ld(S)  : -  append(X,X,S).  
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